Travels with Moroccan Virgins
I think I might find a little tiring these days the prospect of awaking in heaven to be surrounded by a
bevy of eager virgins as a reward for my virtue.
I was nevertheless woken from a dreamy sleep by a couple of virgins who were snoring contentedly.
They were also eager to get on with the action.
The good news was that the action was to be climbing on the fantastic quartzite of the Anti-Atlas
mountains. The fairly good news was that my Moroccan virgins were Raz and Tony getting their first
taste of knee tremblers in this wonderful area.
We rocked up at the Kasbah Tizourgane with beers from the supermarket in Agadir. It’s a beautiful
place and the reception from Malika and Jamal was as warm as ever. There were quite a lot of other
climbers there this time - nearly all Brits. They included the new guide book writers Emma Alsford
and Paul Donnithorne and a party of 8 from the Gloucester Mountaineering Club. Everyone was
really friendly and encouraging.
On day one we set off for Dragon Buttress a 4 mile drive down one of the roughest tracks
imaginable. Two other parties had chosen the same destination but different routes and we had
really good views of Rachel and Hadyn doing the impressive Firesword E1.

Hadyn and Rachel on the impressive
Firesword E1

We did Sisters of Mercy a steady 3 star 4 pitch VS. We all led some of it and I only got off route a
couple of times but whatever I did on the top pitch was a lot harder than 4b. I have the scars from
using my knees and lots of other points of contact to prove it. A good start to the week and it was
hot even in the shade.

Tony leads pitch 3 of
Sisters of Mercy VS

Next day it dawned rainy and colder. We had planned a 6 pitch north facing route but, while it
rained gently, we did a little detour into a quiet valley where I had spotted a possible new crag the
previous year. We feasted on some prickly pears and then set off to have a look at the crag.

Raz prepares
elevenses

Although nothing specular from a distance, it looked a lot better close up. There was a lower
triangular 30 metre buttress and a 50 metre cliff behind with some good looking lines on it.

Azumer Crag

We went back and got the gear. Raz led a fine chimney pitch up inside the cliff to emerge through a
blowhole (Razzamattazz HS) and I led the obvious groove line up the front (Azumer Groove VS 4b).
We then turned to the upper cliff.

Razzamattazz

Azumer Groove VS

Tony was raring to go and stormed up the lovely 45 metre pitch which we named Moroccan Virgin a fine Hard Severe on fantastic rock. While he was grappling with this, Raz was casually soloing the
striking Severe pinnacle of Raz’s Rocket.

Tony the Moroccan Virgin

Raz’s Rocket

Raz then led Razzle Dazzle - a very good 50 metre VS which had a tough 4c crux low down and then
fine climbing all the way to the top. Descents from all the climbs were easy scrambles again on good
rock.

Raz on the superb Razzle Dazzle VS
Tony finished the day with Polo - a Severe on the lower buttress that climbed up and into the
obvious hole (the Polo) and emerged through the blowhole of Razzamattazz.

Tony goes caving for Polo S

Back at base, we confirmed that we had in fact found a new crag and dutifully wrote up a great day’s
climbing in the new routes book.
We went back again the next day as there were several more obvious lines. I led another groove line
- Zoomer - on the lower buttress and then Raz swarmed up Ra Ra Razputin an excellent VS up and to
the right of Moroccan Virgin. Another fine long pitch on great rock.

Malcolm Leads Zoomer S

Ra Ra Razputin VS

Over to the left, I’d seen a strong line through a big inverted V overhang to reach an impressive crack
line. We scrambled up to the start. The overhang looked a little dirty but succumbed to technical
bridging and I was soon fitting gear into the main crack. This had a tough crux move at 5b but then
eased on its way to the stance. A good 30 metre pitch that we thought merited E1 and christened
Malcolm X.

Malcolm psyches up for
Malcolm X E1

On the way to this climb, Tony had noticed a striking arête. He’d never led more than Severe before
this week but set off confidently with plenty of gear. Soon he’d passed what looked like the crux and
headed for the top. Ignoring an easy ramp off to the right, he fixed a couple of good runners and
launched onto the top wall and the final arête. An impressive lead which we gave VS 4c. Tony called
it Be Prepared in recognition of the amount of stuff he was carrying but didn’t use.

Tony pulls out the big one
on Be Prepared VS

That evening we set off round to Tafraoute via the Westerly scenic route. We got to see views of the
Ameln Valley just as the sun was lighting up the golden mountain tops. We stayed, as most climbers
do, at the Amandiers Hotel where we could have a beer as well as the ubiquitous tagine.

First view of the
Ameln Valley

Next day, we had a rainbow to see from our window and it was cold and threatening. We drove up
the long and winding road to Anergui meeting on the way some gold prospectors working for the
Moroccan government. Perish the thought of serious mining in them thar hills.

View from the
Amandiers Hotel

In the threatening and cold weather, we decided not to commit to a multi-pitch route. Raz did get
some climbing in however.
Raz climbs at Anergui

We spent the rest of the day being tourists taking in Napoleon’s Hat and the blue painted rocks
where we met Ron and Kathryn who had also come round from the Kasbah.

Napoleon’s Hat and the
Painted Rocks

Then it was the carpet session at the Croc where I bought a bag but Raz and Tony kept their hands
in their pockets. However, in the market, they both bought shoes for about £5 a pair. Hardly worth
the haggling that Raz had a go at.

Spot the virgins’ shoes!

Tony also bought some spices and we got some nuts. A very relaxing day. Too cold for us to use the
swimming pool sadly.

Our evening meal was in town at the Kasbah (different one!) restaurant.

On the Sunday we drove back towards the Kasbah Tizourgane for a route on the recommended
Greek Buttress near Sidi M’Zal. We went for Gamma - a long HVS. Raz led the tough first crux rope
length in fine style and after Tony disposed of the little link pitch, I led a long crack and a broken wall
before Raz finished off the main climbing with a little corner crack and a fight with a tree.

Raz leads pitch one of Gamma HVS (left)
and Malcolm leads pitch 3 (above)

Raz leads the last hard pitch (right)
and we summited as the sun set (below)

Tony scrambled up to the top. We had hoped to warm ourselves up in the sunshine but the sun was
rapidly setting. We had planned to descend down to the left but were unsure of our way and
eventually after wasting an hour in fading light went back up to the top and walked round the long
way. We just got back to our gear before all light faded but had to do the rest of the hour long
descent by torchlight. The others were halfway through the evening meal before we got home tired
but content.
Our final day would be in the sun we decided. It was still cold in the shade but with deep blue skies.
We followed Ron and Kathryn (the speedy father and daughter duo) at a more leisurely pace up
Crazy Mushrooms Arete - a good HVS climb that has the advantage of downhill walks both on the
way in and the way out. Perfect!

Tony and Malcolm lead the middle pitches
on Crazy Mushrooms Arete
We had a picnic of nuts and beer overlooking the Adrar Iffran area. A very relaxed way to finish a
great week.
I’m afraid the virgins are virgins no more but they gave me a lot of pleasure during the learning
curve. Thanks guys!
Malcolm Phelps

Final picnic

Azumer crag

The Kasbah Tizourgane
where we stayed

Azumer Crag and Our New Routes

Azumer Crag
Key to Photodiagram
1 Malcolm X E1 5b

2 Be Prepared VS 4c

3 Razzle Dazzle VS 4c

4 Moroccan Virgin HS 4a

5 Ra Ra Razputin VS 4b

6 Azumer Groove VS 4b

7 Zoomer S

8 Razzamattazz HS 4a

9 Polo S
This very pleasant small crag is of very easy access, low lying and quick drying despite facing north.
The routes are nicely sustained at their grades and on superb rock. Descents are easy scrambles
again on good rock. An ideal place for a short day or when weather threatens.
Access
Leave the Afantinzar road at the high junction signposted Aouguenz. Drive for 4 km and you reach a
flat plain area. The crag is on your left and is easily located via a large sign on a rocky plinth right by
the road with “Azumer” painted on it. 5-10 minutes flat walk brings you to the foot of the crag.

There is a triangular face some 30 metres high giving access to the central main face which is also
easily reached by walking round either side. Other routes on the upper cliff are further left and
Raz’s Rocket is the fine pinnacle some 50 metres left of the base of the crag.
Descent
All climbs (except Raz’s Rocket) finish on solid easy ground and descents follow easy and very
pleasant scrambles down left as you face the crag.
The Routes
Lower buttress
Azumer Groove VS 4b 25m **
FA Malcolm Phelps, Raz Parmar, Tony Goodwin 8/11/2012
This takes the most obvious line on the lower buttress as seen from the road. Take the shallow
groove just left of the low point of the buttress. Avoid the really mossy part on the right. Lovely
climbing. Protection adequate.
Zoomer S 20m *
FA Malcolm Phelps, Raz Parmar, Tony Goodwin 9/11/2012
Takes the very obvious right facing groove just right of the foot of the buttress and left of the cave
area.
The centre of the lower buttress contains an arched area on its right with several blow holes. The
next two routes climb inside the cliff
Razzamattazz HS 20m **
FA: Raz Parmar, Malcolm Phelps, Tony Goodwin 8/11/2012
A fun atmospheric climb which climbs up inside the cliff on the left side of the obvious arch emerging
through the left hand blow-hole.

Polo S 20 *
FA: Tony Goodwin, Malcolm Phelps, Raz Parmar 8/11/2012
Climb the pillar to the right of the arch and aim for the obvious hole (Polo – geddit?). Enter the hole
and squirm up to finish either through the right hand blow hole or (more entertaining) traverse left
to finish up Razzamattazz.
The next three routes start above and behind the lower buttress
Razzle Dazzle 50m VS 4c ***

FA: Raz Parmar, Malcolm Phelps, Tony Goodwin 8/11/2012
A fine pitch. Start below and left of the col where a short groove turns into a right trending ramp
after 5 metres.
Climb the groove for 5 metres but instead of taking the ramp, climb the overhang direct using side
pulls on the left (crux: Friend 4). Move up passing a small square overhang on the left, aiming for an
overlap which is passed on the left (awkward), then follow the centre of the buttress in a fine
position to the top.
Moroccan Virgin HS 4a 45m ***
FA: Tony Goodwin, Malcolm Phelps, Raz Parmar 8/11/2012
Start from the apex of the col. There is a mossy groove on the left. Ignore this and climb the middle
of the fine clean buttress to the right passing a ledge system after 20 metres. Zig-zag right and left
(close to the ragged crack) to finish up the centre in a fine position.
Ra Ra Razputin 40m VS 4b ***
FA: Raz Parmar, Malcolm Phelps, Tony Goodwin 9/11/2012
Up and right from the col is a grassy recess. This fine pitch takes the centre of the buttress which
has an obvious large block on a ledge at 20m.
Climb the right side of the buttress, passing the large block on its left. Climb up to the left hand side
of the overlap and then the middle of the buttress to the top.
Raz’s Rocket Area
This is over to the left and routes can be located by reference to the fine pinnacle which is Raz’s
Rocket
Raz’s Rocket 20m S **
FA: Raz Parmar (solo) 8/11/2012)
The obvious pinnacle 50 metres left of the lower buttress is climbed from the side closest to the
main cliff (south) moving round to the north and up the front. Very satisfying. Reverse the route to
descend.
Standing at Raz’s Rocket and looking at the cliff, there is a very obvious inverted V overhang just
to the right with a fine crack emerging from its top. This is the line of Malcolm X
Malcolm X 30m E1 5b **
FA: Malcolm Phelps, Tony Goodwin, Raz Parmar 9/12/2012
Scramble to the belay at the foot of the crack leading to the obvious inverted V overhang via the
right trending gully and then traversing left behind a pinnacle and up a short awkward wall.

Climb the crack (Friend 4) to the apex of the inverted V overhang. The rock is a little dirty but not
where it matters. Move up right and then left into the fine crack which soon provides a sharp crux
and then leads to easier climbing.
Be Prepared 35m VS 4c ***
FA: Tony Goodwin, Malcolm Phelps, Raz Parmar 9/12/2012
On the scramble to the start of Malcolm X, you pass a fine clean arête about 15 metres to its right.
Climb the sustained arête, poor protection low down but better after halfway. At its top, step briefly
onto the right- trending ramp but then move immediately onto the left wall and take the arête to
the top.

